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Abstract 
Western Developed countries established pollutant emission rights trading market to control pollution and got good 
results. China got the same result rapidly by command & control. Which mode is better? This paper contrasts the 
pollution control cases of U.S and China, and discusses the standard of pollution control mechanism selection. 
Emission trading market is man-made and cannot operate well without administrative order. Command & control can 
also lead low effective firms out of the industry. A conclusion is drawn that in the circumstance of market failure 
without non-mature environment for market, command & control mode can get high efficiency and low cost results. 
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1. Introduction 
Pollutant emission rights trading mechanism and market have been established for decades. This kind 
of market mechanism got good results for solving economic externality. Market mechanism seems to be 
the best option to resolve pollution emission. In China there is a pop opinion that market mechanism is 
better than command & control. A problem can be solved by market mechanism, whereas it will be high 
cost and low efficiency by command & control way. Is market mechanism the only efficient way to solve 
pollution? China set up SO2 pollutant emission rights trading system, but control pollution by another way. 
This paper will contrast the cases of U.S. and China SO2 pollution control and discuss mechanism mode 
selection. 
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2. Case of U.S. SO2 Market 
U.S. controlled SO2 by market mechanism. Pollutant emission rights trading theory has been 
elaborated by Coase theorem and book Pollution, Property and Prices written by Dales in 1968. US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) started to control air and rivers’ pollution by emission trading. A 
set of trading system was built and got good economic and environment effect. 
In 1975, the New Performance Criteria for Stationary Pollution Sources was published by US EPA. 
Reconstruction factory needn’t obey new criteria for new pollutant source. In 1976, compensatory policy 
ensured no pollutant added in the area after new pollutant source got emission rights. 1979, banking 
system allowed pollutant sources to bank surplus rights and could sale or use them when they want to in 
future. In 1980, capacity saving policy freed the reconstruction factory’s obligation under the condition of 
district total pollution keeping less rising. 
In 1982, emission trading system was built at states. Industries in the same area can trade emission 
reduction rights. In 1986, EPA published Report of Pollutant Emission Trading Policy summarized 
common principles of emission trading and set exact trading scales and rules. In 1990 Clean Air Act 
Amendment expanded trading application scope. 
There are three kinds of participants in the market: pollutant emission firms, intermediaries and 
environmentalists. Pollutant emission firms have to buy allowance according to their pollutant emission 
amount. Intermediaries include brokers and firms. They earn commission charge and can also invest like 
securities. Intermediaries are important to activate market. Environmentalists participate trading for 
environment protection. They buy in allowance from market and reduce the SO2 indirectly. When 
environment gets worse, government will also act this role. 
3. Case of China SO2 Control 
China’s primary energy is dominated by coal. So SO2 becomes the main air pollutant. China tried to 
solve pollution by market mechanism and started to build it from emission permit system in 1988. In 1993, 
National Environment Bureau explored air pollutant emission rights trading. In 1999, tow cities were 
selected to do the experiment of reducing SO2 emission by market mechanism. In 2005, China became the 
largest SO2 emission country of the world and the total emission was 25 million tons. Emission trading 
market was built slowly and had little effect on pollution control. China government resolved the problem 
rapidly by command & control. 
Main SO2 emission source are power station that burned coal. In 2007, China Development and 
Reform Commission and National Environment Bureau published Coal-burning Dynamo 
Desulphurization Installation and Electricity Price Regulation. It is ruled that desulphurization 
installations have to be built with new dynamo. Exiting dynamo must be altered according to 
desulphurization criteria. SO2 emission fee was levied according to the pollution control cost. Establish 
desulphurization installation setup, check and operation monitor institution. Fine will be charged 
according to installation offline time. Penalty rules are also made for all the relevant units and strengthen 
monitor. 
This regulation promotes installation setup and desulphurization effectiveness. It is important to 
achieve the target of So2 emission 10% cutback during the 11th five-year plan. There are 2158 
desulphurization dynamos operating with capacity 0.578 billion kw coal-fire units till April 2011[3]. The 
command & control regulation get instant effect. 
In Jiangsu province, 60% coal is used to generate electricity and 53% SO2 come from power station. 
Coal-fire units are 84.9% of total dynamos. In 2008, 100 desulphurization projects were executed. 6.59 
million kw desulphurization installations were added. The desulphurization rate is 94.17% and 20% 
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higher than that in 2007. Installation average operation rate is 98.42% per year and 20.32% higher than 
that in 2007. The desulphurization installation on-line monitor rate is 99.97%. The result is that qualified 
air condition days are 68 more than that in 2007, and SO2 average concentration attains the Grade II 
national standards for air quality. 
In the period of 11th five-year plan, SO2 emission control got good result. Comparing to 2005, in 
Jiangsu province, electric energy production by thermal power rose 76%, but SO2 emission amount 
decreased 0.4 million tons. The descent rate is 54%. Till the end of 2010, in Shaanxi province, total 50 
desulphurization installations were installed for 0.1 million kw coal-fire units which is 93.3% of the total 
installed capacity. This data is 17.4 times than that in 2005. In Shanghai, desulphurization installations 
were built for 14.12 million kw dynamos. And 1.78 kw small thermal power installations were shut down. 
Government awarded the firms which cut more SO2 emission. In Liaoning province 104 desulphurization 
projects were built. All giant generating units over 0.2 million kw were installed desulphurization set. 
Small power installations were shut down to 2.7 million kw. The percentage of desulphurization units is 
more than 90. 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Criterion of Mechanism Selection 
Is market mechanism better than others? To answer this question equals to judge a matter whether from 
process or result. It is hard to get consistent answer by generalized discussion. Different people have 
different answers because they will set up different scenarios and get discrepant explanation. 
Those who agree process judgment consider that result is hard to say without process and mechanism 
control. It is the same logic as quality control. Each step should be under the system control and final 
result is qualified. While those who agree result judgment think that final result is the only way to 
evaluate.
Once China SO2 emission trading market is mentioned, a dead market is gotten for few trading. What 
we really need is pollution control not mechanism operation. Mechanism is a way to resolve pollution. 
Though without market mechanism, China still got prominent result by command & control. Whether a 
mechanism is good is not determined by its method but by what problem it can resolve and how is the end. 
It is depended on comprehension evaluation of effectiveness and efficiency. The most important is the 
balance of efficiency and effectiveness. 
4.2. Balance of Efficiency and Effectiveness 
Market failure is the time that efficiency and effectiveness are unbalanced. Monopoly and pollution etc. 
externality are the expression of market failure. Monopoly comes from market mechanism but means 
market failure. Since market mechanism means economic law that the result of market should conform to 
the law and be in accordance with all participants’ benefits. But why monopoly is the bad result of 
resources allocation? This is a paradox. 
Sometimes the results of market operation and what the social wants are not in the same level. We can 
also say that demands of them are different, such as social welfare and pollution. Though monopoly is the 
result of market, it isn’t in accordance with social overall benefit. Monopoly can only be curbed by 
external method. Pollution is like monopoly that the economic negative externality cannot be resolved by 
market. Because that market can only select efficient item such as cost. It cannot balance the efficiency 
and effectiveness. 
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4.3. Criterion of Market Selection 
There is thinking in current China that all command & control are not good. Whatever the matter is, the 
result of market mechanism is good and the result of command & control is bad. Market selection process 
conforms to free competition and natural elimination, so the result of market selection should be good. It 
is natural that China has such thinking for long term planned economic mode with many mistakes against 
economic law. In most circumstance, market mechanism is right. But when market failure happens, the 
result of market selection may against social benefit. 
There are two reasons why market mechanism is better than command & control. The first is that 
economic law performs its function in the market. The second is that market status is the result of natural 
selection by economy. Market is the performance of economic law and represents the essential discipline. 
Survival of the fittest in the market, unfits are phased out by economic law. But market is only a kind of 
modus which is not omnipotent. Market has its own limitation and cannot resolve all the problems. 
The nature of market mechanism is cost selection. Only the participants’ cost structure is reasonable, 
they can survive on the market. Whether the quality of eliminated production is better or not, market 
doesn’t answer. It is why we can find fake on the market. When production quality cannot be judged on 
purchasing, low cost is the ultimate choice of market. 
Cost is one selection criterion, and the other is ratio of quality and cost i.e. efficiency. Maybe someone 
think this ratio is effectiveness. In fact effectiveness relates to result of use and social welfare, while 
efficiency is concept of ratio. When quality is the same, the low cost firm wins. Because of production 
varieties, consumers ignore the comparison between different quality productions. So market can choose 
suitable production for most consumers in most circumstance. That means market can often balance 
efficiency and effectiveness. But we have to admit that sometimes market cannot balance them well. 
4.4. Man-made Market 
The advantage of market mechanism is that firms’ decisions are on the base of economic law without 
government’s command & control. Unqualified firms are phased out by economic law not by 
administrative command. How to keep low cost pollutant firms out of market? In fact emission trading 
market is a kind of man-made market. 
Using low cost selection characteristic, restrict total amount of emission permit artificially to make 
them scarce. Thus firms will bare cost when the emit pollutant. But this kind of cost cannot be calculated 
in original market system. Under the fixed total pollutant emission amount, firms can buy permit 
according to their emission. Through the price of permit, pollution cost is calculated by firms. Before the 
rules are revised, installing pollution treatment setup is high cost; otherwise the firms will treat pollution 
voluntarily. 
Pollution treatment cost is external cost, not inner factor of the economic system. Emission trading 
market is only approach and method to realize government command. How to price the external factor is 
determined by mechanism designer. The higher the cap is set, the lower emission reduction cost is in the 
system. This means that this market is also result of administrative command. The cost is determined by 
government. A certain amount of emission permit have to be left on the market, otherwise the market will 
be inactive. Under this mechanism, there are still some firms with low capability to treat pollution. When 
scope is big enough, it’s possible over polluted in small area. Because firm can buy more permit from 
other area and emit more locally. In man-made emission trading market, it still cannot operate well 
without intervention. 
4.5. High Effective Command & Control 
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Is command & control without advantage at all? Firstly China got good result in SO2 control by 
administrative order. Secondly, suitable firms were selected from compulsory command. If market 
selection is natural selection, then compulsory pollution control criteria is also another kind of natural 
selection. Firms that cannot conform to this criterion have to be out of the industry. The difference of two 
selection mode is that one is choosing between permit bought and setting up installation, while the other is 
choosing between setting up installation and quitting. Both of them are selection based on cost. Firms that 
pass through the selection can stand pollution control pressure with high quality in technological and 
economic level. Only these firms left can bring benefit to the society. In economics, administrative order 
has to be done to deal with market failure. One is to set up some conditions to market to resolve indirectly. 
The other way is control directly. 
Thirdly transaction cost and system construction cost are saved. For pollution externality, economic 
method is to set up a price reference system and then construct an inexistent market. Demand and supply 
are created and trading begins. These system construction cost are not paid by firms but really needed. 
Only government affords the cost. Trading firms afford not only pollution control fee but also transaction 
fee. Many agents and exchanges can prove large transaction cost exist. If these large amounts of finance 
were used to control pollution, it will be great promotion. 
4.6. Some Puzzles to Market Mechanism 
Theoretically, there are four problems to be resolved from system establishing to operation steadily. 
The first is to ascertain environment content and value. The second is how to allocate the allowance. The 
third is the completion of trading information platform and market regulation. The last is to complete 
relevant laws. To resolve the four problems need much money and long time. The four problems are very 
fundamental and one of them unresolved will cause fatal influence to the market. 
In China circumstance, there is another dilemma of reluctant sale. China is in the fast development 
period. All economic indexes change fast in short time. Pollutant emission permit’s cap is limited. So 
firms are not willing to sell them, for in short future it will be scarce resource. Whoever owns permit 
won’t sell them at current stage especially those pollutant firms. Market mechanism has no resolution to 
reluctant sale. 
5. Conclusion 
U.S. had tried administrative order but result is not good. Because there is right circumstance for 
command & control running. Till 1982, EPA still think market mechanism cannot substitute 
administrative policy and is only supplement. Market mechanism works well in U.S. for the suitable 
social environment which is important for market mechanism such as laws, market rules etc. In front of 
Chinese SO2 urgent situation, these conditions are not ready yet. It needs a long time to cultivate. 
Command & control mode is more efficient than market mechanism to establish. In the U.S. the SO2 
emission trading system was built on the base of pollutant emission permit experiment with decade’s 
experience and scientific research on acid rain of Europe and American from 1980s. 
In realization cost, a whole new market need huge finance input. Chinese administrative order need 
less transaction cost and less brokers. Most of finance was used in installation setup. Every firm knows 
command & control very well. There is no additional cost. 
In control results, market has to reserve a certain amount of permit for it running. And some firms emit 
lots for they have bought permits. In command & control mode, unqualified firms have to quit and leave 
room for qualified ones. 
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Whether a mechanism is good or bad isn’t determined by its style but by what problem it’s suitable to 
resolve and how is the results. Each mechanism has its suitable environment. Without it any mechanism 
cannot work well. To resolve market failure, man-made conditions are needed. Market mechanism is a 
good method to control pollution. But in China without complete market circumstance, command & 
control is still an effective way. 
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